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Hyde Park Heat
Council to demolish Royal Park School, whilst a viable
alternative proposal is still on the table

 

On Monday February the 3rd 2014 demolition work will begin on the
RoyalParkPrimary School on Queens Road in LS6.

The decision was taken after a meeting on Monday January 20th chaired by
Richard Lewis, Executive Member for Development and Economy, in which senior
councillors decided against deferring the demolition 3 months to work with a
consortium of business and community members who had been trying to
implement an alterative – a centre for arts, training and enterprise; a group who
claim to have the funds in place for the refurbishment and development of the
centre.

It is important to state at this time, before works to demolish the building are
undertaken, that this alterative proposition could save the building and make it a
viable community resource for all people of the area for generations to come. We
would question the motives of the officials who would destroy this building at the
exact time when a workable alternative with funds in place to support it’s intentions
is there on the table, an alternative which is reachable and very possible.

No compromise

The group who made this alternative offer consists of members of the Hyde Park
Business Forum, Royal Park Community Consortium and Cubic Social Enterprise
Group who have invested millions in successful business ventures including
fully-let business centres in Leeds. However, the group have been put through the
mill of having to deal with near-impossible official conditions being thought-up and
imposed upon them at very short notice. Asset Management, the department who
deals with the security, upkeep and disposal of disused council buildings in Leeds,
changed their stance from asking for their making a declaration of intent to repair
and refurbish the centre subject to granting a 99 year lease (made on 19th

September) to demanding £3.4 million payment upfront to the council before the
council would allow the lease to be granted (October 5th).

The group, who claim to have money available through investors and associate
members, have been trying to negotiate to repeal this condition since October 5th,
the investors claiming they are dealing with inflated initial costs, but the council will
not budge. Council departments did not reply to any correspondence between this
time and the 25th of November before formally rejecting the group’s offer on
December the 10th. If the money was not paid upfront nothing could take place.

Summer ultimatum

This ultimatum comes after several months for the council playing hardball on the
future of the site. In late July 2013, Asset Management and Richard Lewis gave the
Royal Park Community Consortium 3 months to come up with an effective
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alternative to demolition, “to run concurrent with the demolition process”. Basically
in the face of budgetary constraints applied by central government (£20 million less
money came in to Leeds City Council from central government per year for the last
2 years, this year there will be £36 million less) so whilst time was allowed for
wildlife surveys to be carried out on site, and time to allow the bats to leave the
building etc. The consortium and business partners were given a 20 minute site
visit and asked to produce a plan.

For this plan to be comprehensive it would require surveyors to access the site, on
the given timescales and access arrangements this which wasn’t possible, and so
using a council-commissioned 2012 NPS condition report, a budget was designed.
Using Cubic Social Enterprise Group’s in-house developers would allow for some
costs to be kept down, the budget appraised a £2.3 million renovation cost, with an
added 10% contingency, so an estimated £2.58 million would be needed.

The proposal detailed a mixed-use development with a gym, media suite, training
rooms, a school for fashion, a radio station and a food court. In a positive meeting
in July, Neil Charlesworth from Asset Management stated that Burley Library could
be on board so the council could be a partner in the scheme. The proposed lease
allowed spaces to be available rent for businesses and entrepreneurs, the centre
would also foster links with the universities to create a place where students could
come to help and volunteer, to assist and set-up community groups and to
understand and get involved in their community. This would allow places for school
children to do their homework and to interact safely.

“It would have been a centre inclusive for all.” states Pav Ahktar Chair for Hyde
Park Business Association.

“Like it was when it was a school…” continues Sue Buckle from the Royal Park
Community Consortium.

“We could have had all sorts. It could help raise people’s aspirations. It could be a
national icon”

On the 19th of September a declaration was signed asking for the group for a
guarantee of undertaking, to repair and refurbish RoyalParkSchool on the condition
of a 99 year lease, allowing space within the building to be sub-let to generate
extra income streams.

 

Speculative costs

However, after a closed-door council meeting in late September, what had been an
initially positive stance towards the plans changed. The senior councillors
reappraised the costs of repair, and Asset Management announced them to be
closer to £3.4 million.

This figure was based upon a council report on the state of the building which
including £1.5 million on “unspecified costs” which the group state is distorting the
value the council is asking for upfront.

“It was like asking us to box with one-hand tied behind our backs.” states Ahktar.

“The council were making the situation unworkable for us.”

After replying to the email hours after this condition was imposed, that this was not
possible and suggesting other routes forward, the consortium received what Mr.
Ahktar described as “a wall of silence” a period of no-contact between the group
and the council which continued from early October until the 25th of November.
Could it be that the council wanted to fizzle out the 3 month waiting period then
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delay matters to scupper the deal?

Finally for 2 weeks from between the 25th of November there was a frantic period
of meetings and activities involving local councillors trying to resurrect the deal,
including a proposed housing association having a stake in the building. This would
allow key-worker flats on site and a Housing Association office, to allow landlords
the option of letting their properties for family occupation instead of houses of
multiple occupation and student lets. This could lead to the conversion of student
segregated properties back to family suitable accommodation. The idea of sharing
the site with other organisations proposed previously: the police, the council, Burley
Library, other charities or organisations being involved.

At the final meeting the group offered to accomplish matters via the legal
mechanism of a ‘deed of trust’ a legally binding document where parties state what
can and can’t happen in relation to conditions of the lease. The council could have
arranged exactly the type of centre they would have wanted. But this is not the
council’s policy, it seems they would not have had enough control. So on
December the 10th the council replied in the definitive – no, they were not going to
do it.

Unprofessional

The time for listening to offers seems to be over at a juncture when perhaps the
most viable offer in the last 10 years exists. Having sent workers into the school to
remove the asbestos in late December it seems the fingers are now hard-pressed
firmly into the council’s ears. Councillor Lewis and senior councillors rejected an
appeal launched by Hyde Park Councillor Javaid Akhtar and the consortium and
business members asking for 3 more months to try to negotiate to make a deal that
would be fairer for both parties. This was finally rejected on Monday 20th January
and the official date for demolition was announced to members of the consortium.

But importantly, as with all facets of negotiations over the last 2 years – no
information on this has been released publicly.

End date

So where does this leave matters? The school has been closed since July 2004
against parents and pupils’ wishes, but the building had been used by pupils and
community members out-of-school hours 7-days-a-week and was promised ‘for
community use’ to a packed public meeting at the time of closure. When
community organisations formed to take this on at the time, they were thwarted by
being told they would need to pay £500,000 upfront to access the building.

After a community-led occupation in 2009 which achieved thousands of pounds of
repairs to the building was evicted and fined thousands of pounds via Leeds City
Council in the courts, it seems the time of year and the uncertain physical condition
of the building would make a current inhabitation of the building at this time unlikely.
There is no asbestos now in the building, but it will be a thoroughly damp and an
unpleasant place to squat this winter and I doubt such an occupation will happen.

Are there time for further negotiations or last minute rescue plans? The consortium
are looking at a legal loophole which could delay matters for 6 extra months, but
this may have needed to have been actioned months ago. As negotiations these
last few years have been termed ‘business’ and have largely all happened behind
the scenes, a lack of transparency has prevented anywhere near the level of media
attention on this issue that there once was. The council will not accept consultation
on the demolition, and don’t seem to have in mind to do anything else.

From speaking to the council (and this is the only reason I know any of this
information!) they are proposing that the caretaker’s house will be initially kept for a
secondary use whilst the main building will be destroyed. It is likely that this will be
happening because the caretaker’s house is in a far better condition than the
school building and it could be done to prevent this more-easily-fixable part of the
site being occupied unlawfully. This is likely to allow a stop-off point for police
officers in the area after the Bell Vue Police station was closed and the local force
started to use the smaller site near the University and Unipol Housing Office but
further away from Hyde Park. It has been suggested for some time that the
caretaker’s house be used as a place to provide security and information on the
site as the main building was gradually developed, and there had been interest on
the part of the police to using the caretaker’s house or some part of the building as
part of the consortium’s plans in the past.

The future

As for the main building, it will be levelled and turned into an open-access grassed
area. This seems to be the long term plan for the site. But this would not be a
protected space, and nothing is certain.

We know there is a shortage of primary school places in the city, 10 years after
council’s decision to close over 60 primary schools in Leeds. We know that there is
shortage of playing fields and areas for sport in the area, and while the only nearby
high school aims towards becoming an academy and enclosing their field. We
know the Grammar School is aiming to sell it’s former playing field in the area for
housing, although this has for now been defeated by Plans Panel. We know that
approximately 80% of the population in the area are students and don’t pay council
tax, and that the 20% who do pay, pay for everything that is here. We know that at
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times an impasse between the student population and the residents of Leeds 6
exists, and here you have a building where meaningful integration between groups
could be made. We know that the people who make the decisions are beset by
cuts and can easily be misfed information by consultants, officers and groups
whose distortion of perspective can heavily influence decisions for financial gains of
the few over the many.

We all hope for better, but it seems when we try to do something to improve things
when forces are already set in a different undertaking that we are slowly picked
down, dispirited and cast aside. All that is obvious is the waste, neglect and an
inability for the council to deal with community and even business partners they are
not sure of. What is clear is that this is a wasted opportunity. Since day 1 of the
closure it always has been. If it ends this way, it sticks in the throat to say, but we
have all been misled.

To comment on this issue please email Councillor Richard Lewis on:

Richard.lewis@leeds.gov.uk

 

(All the information was all gathered to put in place a Hyde Park Heat - Royal Park
School Special to try to save the centre. There is just not enough time to go to
print. It was hoped that this last chance could prove something positive, just like I
would like to be writing something positive on the matter now, but this unfortunately
was not to be.) 

Royal Park School: post-closure chronology
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Royal Park School was closed by Leeds City Council since July 2004 against
parents and pupils’ wishes. Prior to closure, at a packed-out public meeting the
building, which had been used by pupils and community members out-of-school
hours 7-days-a-week was promised ‘for community use’.

Following this promise, a collection of community focused organisations brought
together by former Hyde Park & Woodhouse councillor Penney Ewens came
together as the Royal Park Community Consortium in order to take on the running
of the school as a community centre. This was thwarted by the council at the time
who demanded a £500,000 payment upfront for the building. This may have
seemed prudent business at the time by council departments who seem to have a
complete mistrust and lack of desire to work with community groups, but what it
could have saved would have been the accrued damage the school took during the
last 10 years. If it had been used the damage would not have occurred. With no
on-site security the school was boarded up and left to rot.

Over the years that followed the odd breaking-and entry and theft of valuables
occurred from the site. It is also reported that canisters filled with combustible
gases were found in locations throughout the building. The community consortium
would continue to try to see the council make good on it’s promise for community
use but on-costs began to mount from the property being left empty.

In 2008 a proposition was put forward by a commercial company, Rushbond PLC,
to take the centre over, refurbish it and run it as sheltered accommodation for
elderly people. The council far-prefer to work with businesses partners with a
proved track record and the group’s offer was accepted. It seems that the income
stream for this venture would consist of elderly people swapping their houses for
former classrooms in the school were they would be looked after until they expired,
Rushbond PLC would be free to gain from the sale of houses vacated in Leeds and
the deal would in time be a nice earner for them. The deal would also see the
demolition of the caretaker’s house and the building of an adjoined library to
replace Burley Library. 

The Rushbond deal fell through after encountering local opposition and for not
meeting the promise of ‘community use’, the consortium renewed their efforts.

In 2009 the lead from the top part of the roof of the building was removed by
scavengers. As the council refused to act on this and repair the roof an attempt to
access the roof and repair the damage by a member of the community uncovered
an entrance into the building. A community occupation ensued, for around a month
the site was accessible and small scale events were held there and around the
premises. A no alcohol or drugs policy existed onsite and during which time
approximately £16,000 worth of repairs and cleaning-up was made by volunteers
who occupied the building. The event also attracted widespread media attention
with newspapers and television interviewing members of the group as various
community-minded organization operated in an around the building. Some 2 weeks
into the occupation the council successfully sought a court order to evict the
squatters and subsequently charged them over £2,000 damages for what they
deemed an illegal occupation. Due to a legal loophole the caretaker’s house could
be occupied for an additional week. A good deal of attention towards the
consortiums plans was given at this time and the council did indeed repair the
damage to the roof.

The upshot of the publicity from this undertaking was that the Royal Park
Community Consortium was able to make a full business proposition to the council
and find a series of organisations who were willing to donated materials and
undertake work on the site at cost price. The council played the game and put forth
a proposition, if the consortium could find an initial £750,000 in 9 months they could
take on the running of the centre. Grants were applied for and during this time
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weekly meetings took place exacting cross-party support to try to make this a
reality. It was envisaged that most of the money could come from a regeneration
grant from the Big Lottery Fund, however, funding is granted in a ‘post-code lottery’
situation. Some 12 months earliest Margaret’s Church on Cardigan Road received
£261,000 of lottery heritage funding, RoyalPark was in the wrong postcode, and
due to it’s 1960’s extensions it remains unlisted and so did not qualify for Big
Lottery Funding. Without this money the efforts to raise the cash were
unsuccessful, the 9 months lapsed and a standoff between parties continued.

The Community Consortium continued to try to find business partners and
investors in the project, and at the time that the former primary school in
Headingley reopened as the HEART centre for business, community and creative
arts after members of that project successfully sought £1 million worth of
investment in the scheme, Hyde Park could not match the fundraising efforts of
their slightly better-off neighbours. From time to time community clean-up
operations took place in the grounds to make the building look presentable and to
stop weeds undermining the structure. Again un-identified persons accessed the
roof meaning water could enter from the top of the building. Asset Management
and local council had been made aware of damage to the roof which was making
the building less safe but refused to pay for a fix for this stating they didn’t want to
spend more money on it than they had to. Neil Charlesworth and Asset
Management were also busy stating local firms would have agreed to carry out
work on the building were not on their ‘approved list’ and so could not commit to
their doing so. Since the demolition of the glass factory on Cardigan Road there
was also viable talk of the relocation of Burley Library to the Royal Park site.

 

Suggestions from the consortium included being allowed to take on the running
and reparation of the caretaker’s house to provide security onsite and a graduation
renovation of the building, to make the caretaker’s house accessible to local people
to inform them of plans for the whole site and also a stop-off point for police officers
in Hyde Park, who since the closure of the Bell Vue Police Station were now
situated far closer to the city centre and the university than to Hyde Park. None of
this was allowed to go ahead and it was felt by some that the Community
Consortium were being strung along and used as a front for the council to prolong
making a decision on the site whilst denying any attempts to do anything with them.

In March 2012 the Community Consortium were given a range of tainted options as
the council seemed to make them want to make a decision on the destruction of
the site. There were options including the demolition and rebuilding of a school on
the site (ironically, or you could say due to a lack of forward planning) demographic
imbalance has led to the city needing to expand, build or reopen a large number of
primary schools to cater for an increase of primary aged children in the city. A
demolition and a rebuild as a school and park was suggested, a location for ‘Save
the Family’ charity who deal with accommodation and care for difficult families in
crisis, clearing the site and using it for social housing, building a health centre and
using the site as a library space, knocking down the building and building on the
site modularly (bit at a time) as funds became available as a community centre.
Non-of the options involved the core aim of the consortium which is the
conservation of the building for community use, and members decided they could
not vote on options which sought to level the building. They would not see
demolition. They continued to put together business partners to aim at working with
the existing building and renovating it to make the space that could be of most use
to the community, though many of the options presented could be combined within
these aims.

Negotiation continued between the consortium and the council, including
combining with Hyde Park Business Forum and Cubic Enterprise group – a group
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who run business centers in Leeds. The plan was to run the centre as a mixed-use
community centre. Councillors also advocated the use of the building as a school
again, but it seemed this would involve demolition. (More details on this history is
included in the next blog.)

Since July 2013 senior councillors have been advocating an urgent demolition for
RoyalPark. A new member came into Asset Management called Christine Addison
who has a background with Leeds City Council from regeneration who released a
report on ‘nuisance buildings’. She also won some award and was seen to want to
want to make something happen (including the demolition of the West Park Centre.

At this time (possibly to deter a summer occupation as things came to a head)
signs were positioned on deserted building stating that it was potentially structurally
unsound and contained asbestos materials. The council’s funding has been cut
over the last 2 years and it has been operating with £20 million being cut off it’s
budget by central government, this year it is having £36 million taken from it, and in
an area where  approximately 80% of the area’s population are students who don’t
pay council tax rates and it seems the upkeep of what little security was provided
combined with a deemed potential risk to people if they entered the site had been
pushing insurance risk up for the council and they moved towards a demolition
stance.

The last attempt in late summer 2013 for the community to access the yard for a
periodic community clear up could not take place. Despite applying to do so and
having been allowed in the past volunteers turned up to find the locks on the outer
gate had been changed and no-one available to let them in.

A final attempt to save the building was made to run concurrent to the demolition
process. A new business plan was drawn up and the council seemed keen to work
with the consortium and business groups, but then in late October the council
demanded £3.5 million paid upfront before a lease could be granted. This would
not be acceptable to Cubic group or the business forum. Winter set in and as
Richard Lewis decided against any more time. The building has been surveyed for
wildlife, the council will hear no further offers, will allow no more time and the date
for demolition of the centre has been set at 3rd of February 2014.

 

(The Hyde Park Heat is committed to accuracy. I have tried here to write a
concise history, but this was done in a short timescale. If you believe any of
this information is incorrect, or have additional material please contact me
on: MonkeyHQ_Leeds@hotmail.co.uk)
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